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2019-08-18 0520 Fantasy Uproar In Heaven
The mischievous Monkey King acquires the famed As-You-Will Gold-Banded 

Cudgel, and goes up against the might of the Jade Emperor.
CHINA Mandarin-100 1963 RPT PG a v Y

2019-08-18 0700 Drama The Circle

A dramatic depiction of the oppression and discrimination against women in 

Iran. Three women on leave from prison try to fit into society, with little 
success. Winner of the Golden Lion at the 2000 Venice Film Festival. Directed by 

Jafar Panahi and stars Nargess Mamizadeh, Fereshteh Sadr Orafai and Maryiam 
Palvin Almani.

IRAN Farsi-100 2000 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-18 0840 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 

childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 
letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey into 

adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2019-08-18 1025 Animation Mary And Max

A tale of friendship between two unlikely pen pals: Mary, a lonely, eight-year-

old girl living in the suburbs of Melbourne, and Max, a forty-four-year old, 

severely obese man living in New York. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009 AFI 
Awards. Directed by Adam Elliott and narrated by Barry Humphries, and voiced 
by Philip Seymour Hoffman, Toni Collette and Eric Bana.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2008 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-18 1205 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 

returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-
profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and armed 
police.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT

2019-08-18 1345 Fantasy Uproar In Heaven
The mischievous Monkey King acquires the famed As-You-Will Gold-Banded 
Cudgel, and goes up against the might of the Jade Emperor.

CHINA Mandarin-100 1963 RPT PG a v Y

2019-08-18 1530 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 
Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 
time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 

(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 
Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y



2019-08-18 1730 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio

Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 
Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 

house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 
energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 

2019-08-18 1930 Biography Gandhi

In 1893, Gandhi is thrown off a South African train for being an Indian and 
travelling in a first class compartment. Gandhi realizes that the laws are biased 

against Indians and decides to start a non-violent protest campaign for the 
rights of all Indians in South Africa. After numerous arrests and the unwanted 

attention of the world, the government finally relents by recognizing rights for 

Indians, though not for the native blacks of South Africa. After this victory, 
Gandhi is invited back to India, where he is now considered something of a 

national hero. He is urged to take up the fight for India's independence from 
the British Empire. Gandhi agrees, and mounts a non-violent non-cooperation 

campaign of unprecedented scale, coordinating millions of Indians nationwide.

USA English-100 1982 RPT M a v Y

2019-08-18 2300 Comedy Alan Partridge: Alpha Papa

To save his own job, Alan gets radio colleague Pat laid off, but when the man 
returns to the station with a shotgun and a siege ensues, Alan is given the high-

profile role of go-between, trying to appease both the hostage taker and armed 
police.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT

2019-08-18 2440 Mystery / Crime Leon: The Professional

Leon, a professional assassin, reluctantly shelters Mathilda, a 12-year-old girl, 

after her parents are murdered. He takes her under his wing, and the two go on 
the run. But Mathilda wants revenge on the killers, and she soon discovers that 

Leon can teach her how to exact it. Winner of Best Film at the 1995 César 
Awards. Directed by Luc Besson and stars Jean Reno, Gary Oldman and Natalie 

Portman.

FRANCE English-100 1994 RPT MA15+ a v Y

2019-08-18 2700 Drama Easy Sex, Sad Movies
A screen writer writing a new romantic comedy sees his real love life mirroring 

that of the characters he's created.
ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2015 RPT M l Y

2019-08-18 2840 Animation Monkey King: The Hero

The all-powerful Monkey King once roamed freely between Heaven and Earth, 
but after angering the Gods, he was imprisoned in an ice cage deep within the 
mountains. 500 years later, monsters attack a small village and a child flees to 

the mountain to escape. Unknowingly, the child releases the Monkey King from 

his curse, freeing him from his mountainous prison. With the help and 

encouragement from this special child, Monkey King must save the village from 
a band of evil monsters intent on creating chaos.

CHINA English-100 2016 RPT PG v 

2019-08-19 0615 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio

Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 

Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 
Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 

amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 
house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 

energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 



2019-08-19 0815 Drama Manganinnie 

Australia, 1830. Edward Waterman (Phillip Hinton) and his family arrive in a 

remote part of Tasmania (known at the time as Van Diemen's Land). Waterman 

is pressured into helping British colonial forces carry out the Black Line - 

enforced removal of Aborigines from land near white settlements. Aboriginal 
woman Manganinnie survives a Black Line raid which claims the life of her 

husband, Meenopeekameena. During an innocent family outing in the 
wilderness, Waterman’s young daughter Joanna becomes separated from her 

family leaving Manganinnie, who has been hiding in the area, to take Joanna 

into her care. Overcoming her initial mistrust of Manganinnie, Joanna joins her 
on a long journey in search of Manganinnie’s people.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1980 RPT G

2019-08-19 0955 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 
pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-19 1135 Fantasy Uproar In Heaven
The mischievous Monkey King acquires the famed As-You-Will Gold-Banded 
Cudgel, and goes up against the might of the Jade Emperor.

CHINA Mandarin-100 1963 RPT PG a v Y

2019-08-19 1320 Drama Easy Sex, Sad Movies
A screen writer writing a new romantic comedy sees his real love life mirroring 

that of the characters he's created.
ARGENTINA Spanish-100 2015 RPT M l Y

2019-08-19 1505 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG v Y

2019-08-19 1700 Animation Mary And Max

A tale of friendship between two unlikely pen pals: Mary, a lonely, eight-year-

old girl living in the suburbs of Melbourne, and Max, a forty-four-year old, 

severely obese man living in New York. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009 AFI 

Awards. Directed by Adam Elliott and narrated by Barry Humphries, and voiced 

by Philip Seymour Hoffman, Toni Collette and Eric Bana.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2008 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-19 1840 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic Premiere

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 
against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 PG l 

2019-08-19 2020 Features And Telefilms
100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed 
Out The Window

Premiere
Allan Karlsson finds himself stuck in a nursing home. On his 100th birthday, he 
escapes and begins an unexpected journey.

FRANCE

Swedish-65; 
English-30; 

Russian-2; French-
1; German-1; 

Spanish-1

2013



2019-08-19 2230 Action Adventure The Wrecking Crew

Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

Matt Helm, ICE's greatest secret agent, must retrieve one billion dollars in 

stolen gold before the world's economy collapses.
USA English-100 1968

2019-08-19 2440 Comedy 6.9 On The Richter Scale Premiere

A humble Romanian actor in his 40’s, hardly surviving between a complicated 

part at the theatre, a depressed wife, and the obsession of an imminent 

devastating earthquake, becomes the victim of his own father’s manipulation.

ROMANIA Romanian-100 2016

2019-08-19 2655 Features And Telefilms
100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed 

Out The Window

Allan Karlsson finds himself stuck in a nursing home. On his 100th birthday, he 

escapes and begins an unexpected journey.
FRANCE

Swedish-65; 
English-30; 

Russian-2; French-

1; German-1; 
Spanish-1

2013 RPT

2019-08-20 0500 Animation Mary And Max

A tale of friendship between two unlikely pen pals: Mary, a lonely, eight-year-

old girl living in the suburbs of Melbourne, and Max, a forty-four-year old, 

severely obese man living in New York. Nominated for Best Film at the 2009 AFI 
Awards. Directed by Adam Elliott and narrated by Barry Humphries, and voiced 

by Philip Seymour Hoffman, Toni Collette and Eric Bana.

AUSTRALIA English-100 2008 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-20 0640 Comedy Toast

Toast is the ultimate nostalgia trip through everything edible in 1960’s Britain. 

Based on the heart-wrenchingly bittersweet story of food writer Nigel Slater’s 
childhood and set to the songs of Dusty Springfield, Toast is a delicious love 

letter to the tastes and smells that a young boy associates with his journey into 
adulthood.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2010 RPT PG

2019-08-20 0825 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG v Y

2019-08-20 1020 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 

unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 
dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 

against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-08-20 1200 Action Adventure The Wrecking Crew

Quentin

Tarantino
Presents

Matt Helm, ICE's greatest secret agent, must retrieve one billion dollars in 

stolen gold before the world's economy collapses.
USA English-100 1968 RPT

2019-08-20 1410 Fantasy When Marnie Was There
Studio
Ghibli

Twelve-year-old Anna believes she sits outside the invisible magic circle to 

which most people belong, and shuts herself off from everyone around her. 

Concerned for her health, Anna’s foster mother decides to send her to rural 

Hokkaido to stay in a sleepy town by the sea. As she dreams her days away 
amongst the marshes, Anna finds herself strangely drawn to the enigmatic 

house which sits upon the edge there. This is where she meets Marnie, an 

energetic young girl who seems to appear from nowhere. The pair quickly 

become inseparable. 

JAPAN English-100 2014 RPT PG a 



2019-08-20 1610 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 
Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 

pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-20 1750 History Kundun Premiere
In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the 
fourteenth reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of 

Tibet Educated by the monks.

USA
English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997

2019-08-20 2025 Drama The White Knights

Focus On:

African
Stories

Jacques Arnault, head of Move For Kids NGO, is planning a high impact 
operation: he and his team are going to exfiltrate 300 orphans victims of 

Chadian civil war and bring them to French adoption applicants. Completely 
immersed in the brutal reality of a country at war, the NGO members start 

losing their convictions and are faced with the limits of humanitarian 

intervention.

BELGIUM

French-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 
English-33.33

2016 Y

2019-08-20 2230 Action Adventure Hammerhead

Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

When NATO's top defense executives meet to discuss their brand-new, top-

secret nuclear defense plan, Great Britain is worried that Hammerhead (Peter 

Vaughn), a top international criminal, is planning to steal it.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1968

2019-08-20 2435 Features And Telefilms
100-Year-Old Man Who Climbed 

Out The Window

Allan Karlsson finds himself stuck in a nursing home. On his 100th birthday, he 

escapes and begins an unexpected journey.
FRANCE

Swedish-65; 
English-30; 

Russian-2; French-
1; German-1; 

Spanish-1

2013 RPT

2019-08-20 2645 Drama The White Knights

Focus On:

African

Stories

Jacques Arnault, head of Move For Kids NGO, is planning a high impact 
operation: he and his team are going to exfiltrate 300 orphans victims of 
Chadian civil war and bring them to French adoption applicants. Completely 

immersed in the brutal reality of a country at war, the NGO members start 
losing their convictions and are faced with the limits of humanitarian 
intervention.

BELGIUM

French-33.34; 

Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2016 RPT Y

2019-08-20 2850 Drama Manganinnie 

Australia, 1830. Edward Waterman (Phillip Hinton) and his family arrive in a 

remote part of Tasmania (known at the time as Van Diemen's Land). Waterman 

is pressured into helping British colonial forces carry out the Black Line - 

enforced removal of Aborigines from land near white settlements. Aboriginal 
woman Manganinnie survives a Black Line raid which claims the life of her 
husband, Meenopeekameena. During an innocent family outing in the 

wilderness, Waterman’s young daughter Joanna becomes separated from her 

family leaving Manganinnie, who has been hiding in the area, to take Joanna 

into her care. Overcoming her initial mistrust of Manganinnie, Joanna joins her 
on a long journey in search of Manganinnie’s people.

AUSTRALIA English-100 1980 RPT G



2019-08-21 0630 Drama Love And Friendship

Set in the opulent drawing rooms of eighteenth-century English society, Love 

and Friendship focuses on the machinations of a beautiful widow, Lady Susan 

Vernon, who, while waiting for social chatter about a personal indiscretion to 
pass, takes up temporary residence at her in-laws' estate. While there, the 

intelligent, flirtatious, and amusingly egotistical Lady Vernon is determined to 
be a matchmaker for her daughter Frederica - and herself too, naturally. She 

enlists the assistance of her old friend Alicia, but two particularly handsome 

suitors complicate her orchestrations.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-21 0810 History Kundun
In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the 
fourteenth reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of 

Tibet Educated by the monks.

USA
English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT

2019-08-21 1045 Martial Arts The Assassin
An assassin accepts a dangerous mission to kill a political leader in eighth 

century China.
CHINA Mandarin-100 2015 RPT PG v Y

2019-08-21 1240 Action Adventure Hammerhead
Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

When NATO's top defense executives meet to discuss their brand-new, top-
secret nuclear defense plan, Great Britain is worried that Hammerhead (Peter 

Vaughn), a top international criminal, is planning to steal it.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1968 RPT

2019-08-21 1440 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 

role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2019-08-21 1640 Comedy This Beautiful Fantastic

This Beautiful Fantastic is a contemporary fairy tale revolving around the most 
unlikely of friendships between a reclusive, agoraphobic young woman with 

dreams of being a children’s book author and a curmudgeonly old widower, set 
against the backdrop of a beautiful garden in the heart of London.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2016 RPT PG l 

2019-08-21 1825 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast
In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after 
the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to 

which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2019-08-21 2030 Drama Youth

Focus On:

Modern

Masters

A retired orchestra conductor is on holiday with his daughter and his film 

director best friend in the Alps when he receives an invitation from Queen 

Elizabeth II to perform for Prince Phillip's birthday.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015

2019-08-21 2250 Western Gunman's Walk
Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

Tab Hunter plays Ed Hackett, the son of gunslinger-turned-land baron Lee 

Hackett (Van Heflin). Out of respect (and fear) of his father, the hotheaded Ed is 
given a wide berth by the resentful townsfolk. The elder Hackett doesn't make 
things any better when he tacitly approves of Ed's violent behavior, all the while 

giving short shrift to his law-abiding younger son Davy (James Darren). 

Inevitably, Ed goes one step too far, forcing his father to make a devastating 

decision

USA English-100 1958



2019-08-21 2445 Drama The White Knights
Focus On:

African

Stories

Jacques Arnault, head of Move For Kids NGO, is planning a high impact 
operation: he and his team are going to exfiltrate 300 orphans victims of 

Chadian civil war and bring them to French adoption applicants. Completely 

immersed in the brutal reality of a country at war, the NGO members start 

losing their convictions and are faced with the limits of humanitarian 
intervention.

BELGIUM
French-33.34; 
Arabic-33.33; 

English-33.33

2016 RPT Y

2019-08-21 2655 Action Adventure Hammerhead
Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

When NATO's top defense executives meet to discuss their brand-new, top-
secret nuclear defense plan, Great Britain is worried that Hammerhead (Peter 

Vaughn), a top international criminal, is planning to steal it.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1968 RPT

2019-08-22 0500 Comedy Jour De Fete
A French mailman sees a film on U.S. postal efficiency and decides to apply it to 
his route on Bastille Day.

FRANCE French-100 1943 RPT G Y

2019-08-22 0630 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-
old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 

finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl the 

roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 
Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-08-22 0820 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2019-08-22 0955 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast
In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after 
the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to 

which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2019-08-22 1200 Western Gunman's Walk

Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

Tab Hunter plays Ed Hackett, the son of gunslinger-turned-land baron Lee 

Hackett (Van Heflin). Out of respect (and fear) of his father, the hotheaded Ed is 
given a wide berth by the resentful townsfolk. The elder Hackett doesn't make 

things any better when he tacitly approves of Ed's violent behavior, all the while 

giving short shrift to his law-abiding younger son Davy (James Darren). 

Inevitably, Ed goes one step too far, forcing his father to make a devastating 
decision

USA English-100 1958 RPT

2019-08-22 1400 History Kundun
In 1937, a two year old boy from a simple family is recognised as Kundun, the 
fourteenth reincarnation of the Dalai Lama, the spiritual and political leader of 

Tibet Educated by the monks.

USA
English-98; 

Mandarin-1; 

Tibetan-1

1997 RPT

2019-08-22 1630 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 
role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2019-08-22 1830 Thriller Death Defying Acts
Women

In 

Film

On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with a 

psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y



2019-08-22 2020 Biography Elis
Women

In 

Film

The life of Elis Regina - arguably the biggest Brazilian singer of all time - is set to 

an energetic, pulsating rhythm in this musical biopic. A cultural trendsetter who 
signaled a shift in styles from Bossa Nova to Brazilian Popular Music, the fiery 
'Pimentinha' (brilliantly played by Andréia Horta) lived a turbulent life. While 

clashing with her country’s dictatorship, she struggled with her own personal 
demons. Elis is imbued with the soul of the singer and the country she loved.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2016 Y

2019-08-22 2230 Western Arizona Raiders

Quentin

Tarantino
Presents

Audie Murphy plays an ex-Quantrill's Raider who's released from jail and 
deputised as an Arizona Ranger along with others in order to hunt down the 

remnants of the gang, rumoured to he hiding out in a town near the Mexican 
border. The goons are later found hiding in an Indian mission. Murphy and 

Cooper pretend to want to rejoin the gang, but the bad guys catch on and 

brutally beat Cooper, who protects Murphy's true sentiments to the death.

USA English-100 1965

2019-08-22 2420 Drama Youth
Focus On:
Modern

Masters

A retired orchestra conductor is on holiday with his daughter and his film 
director best friend in the Alps when he receives an invitation from Queen 

Elizabeth II to perform for Prince Phillip's birthday.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT

2019-08-22 2645 Biography Elis

Women

In 
Film

The life of Elis Regina - arguably the biggest Brazilian singer of all time - is set to 
an energetic, pulsating rhythm in this musical biopic. A cultural trendsetter who 

signaled a shift in styles from Bossa Nova to Brazilian Popular Music, the fiery 

'Pimentinha' (brilliantly played by Andréia Horta) lived a turbulent life. While 
clashing with her country’s dictatorship, she struggled with her own personal 

demons. Elis is imbued with the soul of the singer and the country she loved.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2016 RPT Y

2019-08-22 2855 Drama Delbaran

A haunting story of a young Afghan refugee who lives illegally in Iran. 14-year-

old Kaim drifts to the Delbaran crossing on the Afghan-Iran border, where he 
finds work at a roadside coffee shop. Although at home in this small oasis of 

friendliness, the sounds of war can be heard close by, violent bandits prowl the 

roads, and opium is everywhere. Directed by Abolfazl Jalili and stars Akaim 

Alizadeh, Rahmatollah Ebrahimi and Ahmad Mahdavi.

IRAN Farsi-100 2001 RPT PG Y

2019-08-23 0645 Drama Belle
The illegitimate, mixed-race daughter of a British admiral plays an important 
role in the campaign to abolish slavery in England.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a 

2019-08-23 0840 Comedy Jour De Fete
A French mailman sees a film on U.S. postal efficiency and decides to apply it to 

his route on Bastille Day.
FRANCE French-100 1943 RPT G Y

2019-08-23 1010 Thriller Death Defying Acts
Women

In 

Film

On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with a 

psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y



2019-08-23 1200 Western Arizona Raiders
Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

Audie Murphy plays an ex-Quantrill's Raider who's released from jail and 
deputised as an Arizona Ranger along with others in order to hunt down the 

remnants of the gang, rumoured to he hiding out in a town near the Mexican 

border. The goons are later found hiding in an Indian mission. Murphy and 

Cooper pretend to want to rejoin the gang, but the bad guys catch on and 
brutally beat Cooper, who protects Murphy's true sentiments to the death.

USA English-100 1965 RPT

2019-08-23 1350 Comedy Jour De Fete
A French mailman sees a film on U.S. postal efficiency and decides to apply it to 

his route on Bastille Day.
FRANCE French-100 1943 RPT G Y

2019-08-23 1520 Fantasy Beauty And The Beast

In this adaptation of the classic fairy tale, an unexpected romance blooms after 

the youngest daughter of a merchant offers herself to the mysterious beast to 
which her father has become indebted. Stars Lea Seydoux and Vincent Cassel.

FRANCE French-100 2014 RPT PG a n v Y

2019-08-23 1725 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT

2019-08-23 1930 Comedy Liberal Arts Premiere
A New York college adviser becomes involved with a student when he returns 

to his alma mater, in Ohio, for a favourite professor's retirement party.
USA English-100 2012

2019-08-23 2120 Drama A Single Man

George Falconer is a middle-aged English professor living in Los Angeles in the 

early 1960s. Unable to cope with the death of his long-time boyfriend in a car 
accident, George decides to kill himself. He then proceeds to get all his affairs in 

order while carrying on with what otherwise would be a normal day. Nominated 
for an Academy Award for Best Actor (Colin Firth) in 2010. Directed by Tom 

Ford and stars Colin Firth, Julianne Moore and Matthew Goode.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a Y Y

2019-08-23 2315 Biography Elis

Women

In 

Film

The life of Elis Regina - arguably the biggest Brazilian singer of all time - is set to 

an energetic, pulsating rhythm in this musical biopic. A cultural trendsetter who 

signaled a shift in styles from Bossa Nova to Brazilian Popular Music, the fiery 
'Pimentinha' (brilliantly played by Andréia Horta) lived a turbulent life. While 
clashing with her country’s dictatorship, she struggled with her own personal 

demons. Elis is imbued with the soul of the singer and the country she loved.

BRAZIL Portuguese-100 2016 RPT Y

2019-08-23 2530 Horror The Broken

On a busy London street, Gina thinks she sees herself drive past in her own car. 
Stunned by this strange event, she follows the mystery woman up to her 

apartment. From here, events take an eerie turn for the worst until Gina's 
awareness slides from solid reality into a world that will haunt more than just 

her nightmares.

FRANCE English-100 2008 RPT



2019-08-23 2715 Western Arizona Raiders
Quentin

Tarantino

Presents

Audie Murphy plays an ex-Quantrill's Raider who's released from jail and 
deputised as an Arizona Ranger along with others in order to hunt down the 

remnants of the gang, rumoured to he hiding out in a town near the Mexican 

border. The goons are later found hiding in an Indian mission. Murphy and 

Cooper pretend to want to rejoin the gang, but the bad guys catch on and 
brutally beat Cooper, who protects Murphy's true sentiments to the death.

USA English-100 1965 RPT

2019-08-24 0510 Animation Long Way North
In 1882, a young Russian aristocrat goes on an epic adventure to find out what 

happened to her grandfather and save her family's reputation.
DENMARK English-100 2015 RPT PG

2019-08-24 0640 Family Belle And Sebastien

Six year old Sebastian lives on the mountainside with a kindly but gruff 
caretaker and no real family of his own. As such he is left to his own devices and 

is often found roaming the countryside. Belle is a wild mountain dog who has 
escaped from her cruel owner. The villagers have mistaken her for a 'beast' that 

has been killing their sheep. When Sebastian first crosses paths with Belle, he 

must keep their friendship a secret and the two of them form an unshakeable 
bond. Their adventures take them through the mountains and ultimately they 

become pivotal in the successful escape of refugees fleeing Nazi Germany for 
the safety of Switzerland.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2019-08-24 0835 Drama The Crow's Egg

The Crow's Egg follows the life of two kids, Periya Kakka Muttai (J. Vignesh) and 
his younger brother Chinna Kaaka Muttai (Ramesh), who grow up in a slum. 

With their father in jail, their mother (Ishwarya Rajesh) brings them up alone. 
One day, Tamil star T.R. Silambarasan opens up a new pizza shop nearby, and 

the kids decide that by hook or crook, they will gain entry into the upmarket 

pizza shop and have a slice of it with their own money.

INDIA Tamil-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-24 1015 Family Little Nicolas

Nicolas has a happy existence, parents who love him, a great group of friends 

with whom he has great fun, and all he wants is that nothing changes. However, 
one day, he overhears a conversation that leads him to believe that his life 

might change forever, his mother is pregnant. He panics and envisions the 

worst.

FRANCE French-100 2009 RPT PG Y

2019-08-24 1200 Comedy Liberal Arts
A New York college adviser becomes involved with a student when he returns 
to his alma mater, in Ohio, for a favourite professor's retirement party.

USA English-100 2012 RPT

2019-08-24 1350 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT

2019-08-24 1555 Thriller Death Defying Acts

Women

In 
Film

On a tour of Britain in 1926, Harry Houdini enters into a passionate affair with a 

psychic out to con the famous magician.
AUSTRALIA English-100 2007 RPT PG a Y



2019-08-24 1745 Drama The Crow's Egg

The Crow's Egg follows the life of two kids, Periya Kakka Muttai (J. Vignesh) and 

his younger brother Chinna Kaaka Muttai (Ramesh), who grow up in a slum. 
With their father in jail, their mother (Ishwarya Rajesh) brings them up alone. 

One day, Tamil star T.R. Silambarasan opens up a new pizza shop nearby, and 
the kids decide that by hook or crook, they will gain entry into the upmarket 

pizza shop and have a slice of it with their own money.

INDIA Tamil-100 2014 RPT PG a Y

2019-08-24 1930 Drama Labyrinth Of Lies Premiere

Germany, 1958. Nobody wants to look back to the time of the Nazi regime, so 
when young prosecuting attorney Johann Radmann comes across sensitive 

documents that would bring members of the SS who served in Auschwitz to 

trial, he is told to bury the past. However, against the will of his superiors, he 
begins to examine the case and lands in a web of repression and denial. He is 

sucked deeper and deeper into a labyrinth of lies and guilt in his search for the 
truth, but what he ultimately brings to light will change the country forever.

GERMANY German-100 2014 M a s Y

2019-08-24 2150 Drama Joan Of Arc

Mila Jovovich, John Malkovich, Faye Dunaway and Dustin Hoffman star in Luc 

Besson's epic medieval war classic about the iconic French heroin and religious 

martyr of the 15th century. A 13 year old Joan of Arc receives a vision that 
inspires her to rid France of its oppressors.

FRANCE
English-50; 

French-50
1999 RPT MA a v Y Y

2019-08-24 2450 Comedy Liberal Arts
A New York college adviser becomes involved with a student when he returns 

to his alma mater, in Ohio, for a favourite professor's retirement party.
USA English-100 2012 RPT

2019-08-24 2645 Drama A Single Man

George Falconer is a middle-aged English professor living in Los Angeles in the 

early 1960s. Unable to cope with the death of his long-time boyfriend in a car 
accident, George decides to kill himself. He then proceeds to get all his affairs in 
order while carrying on with what otherwise would be a normal day. Nominated 

for an Academy Award for Best Actor (Colin Firth) in 2010. Directed by Tom 
Ford and stars Colin Firth, Julianne Moore and Matthew Goode.

USA English-100 2009 RPT M a Y Y

2019-08-24 2840 Drama Stage Beauty A complex crucible of gender confusion set in the 17th century. UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2004 RPT


